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Abstract

This qualitative ethnographic study examines a collaborative leadership model focused on learning and socially just practices within a change context of a wide educational partnership. The study analyzes a range of perspectives of novice teachers, mentor teachers, teacher educators and district superintendents on leadership and learning. The findings reveal the emergence of a coalition of leaders crossing borders at all levels of the educational system: local school level, district level and teacher education level who were involved in coterminous collaborative learning. Four categories of learning were identified as critical to leading a change in the educational system: learning in professional communities, learning from practice, learning through theory and research and learning from and with leaders. The implications of the study for policy makers as well as for practitioners are to adopt a holistic approach to the educational environment and plan a collaborative learning continuum from initial pre-service programs through professional development learning at all levels.
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Introduction

In contrast to these systemic traditional structures and mechanisms that reinforce the status quo and educate for obedience and conformity, there are educators and researchers who encourage and demand profound shifts in understanding, thinking, talking, and practicing education and, in some cases, even implement them (Mitchell & Sackney, 2009). A model that might further the goal of change is one of collaborative inquiry, focused on change and socially just practices. Such a model promises to build rich, exciting learning environments and develop passionate, engaged learners at all levels who value and enjoy deep continuous learning. However, developing a model whose goal is to rail against the lack of authentic change in schools, identify the disturbances and decide collectively to build something different in spite of the wider system is a great challenge (Stoll & Louis, 2007).

The objective of this paper is to examine a collaborative leadership model, focused on learning and socially just practices within a change context of a wide educational partnership. We\(^1\) believe that learning is the central purpose of educational organizations and that leadership is about the learning that leads to constructive change (Lambert, 2009; Mitchell & Sackney, 2009). Socio-cultural theory and the notion that learning and leadership occur in a community (Wenger, 1998) form the foundations and shape the perspective of our study; we applied distributed perspective as a lens for considering the coordination and interdependence of leaders' learning and actions (Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2001). The quality of learning, which should be the center of schooling, has been sharply criticized by researchers (Cho, Barrett, Solomon, Portelli, & Mujawamariya, 2009; Howard & Taber, 2010; Mitchell & Sackney, 2009) as well as by practitioners at every stage of the educational system, starting with pupils' learning and continuing through to the learning and teaching of teachers, teacher educators and administrators. The systemic level has also been criticized for producing unsustainable mechanisms of rules, procedures, outcomes, and results that inhibit learning (Fullan, 2006).

Thus, our research question is how can an educational system develop and sustain intra- and inter-organizational leadership that promotes multi-level learning in a variety of change contexts?

The Context of the Study

During the years 2002 – 2006, our teacher education college initiated an experimental program aiming to be integrative, coherent, and responsive to the changing needs of the educational system and to the requirements of the Israeli National Council for Higher Education. While the principal aim of the experiment was to construct a four-year alternative and innovative school-based teacher education program, a major by-product was the emergence of distributed leadership of teacher-educators and practitioners in the field (Margolin, 2007). As it was clear from the very beginning of the experiment that innovative teacher education cannot be confined to the college but must be taken to the field, one of its main principles was building partnerships with schools and with the Israeli Ministry of Education. Thus, during the years 2006 – 2010 the

---

\(^1\) Data were collected by many colleagues and ideas were shared with them; that is why I use the first person plural (e.g. “we”, “our”) throughout the paper.
experimental program was superseded by a total college teacher education program according to the new guidelines of the Israeli Council for Higher Education. The core leadership of the new program was comprised of many of the teacher educators who had participated in the 2002-2006 experiment. Moreover, because creating partnerships with schools and with district superintendents was one of the main principles of the 2002-2010 programs, the college continued these relationships and deepened them. The distributed leadership initiative that had begun with the experiment and involved student teachers, mentor teachers and teacher educators continued and was joined by a group of district superintendents that learned and inquired into their practice as a professional community. Thus, the leadership of the original experiment was now comprised of school principals, mentor-teachers, teacher educators, superintendents and other practitioners.

Theoretical Review

The first part of this section reviews the central role of learning and leadership in educational settings and the interconnections between them. The second part deals with the significance of inter-organizational connections and building networks of communities of practice.

Leadership and Learning

As the challenges of improving the educational system and changing the status quo are too great for any one leader, school, district, or even nation to tackle alone, meeting these challenges requires a new kind of leadership (Spillane & Diamond, 2007; Stoll & Jackson, 2009). Researchers claim that a coalition of proactive leaders crossing borders at all levels of the educational system - local school level, teacher education level and district level - would have the power to change the existing system (Fullan, 2005). Hallinger (2011) sums up 40 years of research about "leadership for learning" that provides a guide for practice in schools. He concludes that the term "leadership for learning" subsumes features of instructional, transformational, and shared leadership and suggests a "mutual influence" model that emphasizes the significance of leadership and learning and the profound impact of the school context on both of them. Thus, a critical consideration and highly important function of leaders is reshaping organizations from within by dismantling the artificial structural and cultural boundaries that restrict organizational learning (Harris, 2008). Leaders have to construct a social context and inter-relationships that maximize opportunities for developing collaborative learning and leadership potential. These multi-level formal and informal leaders are change agents who interact beyond their own positions, looking at their organizations in a holistic way - participating in the bigger picture and creating links with other parts of the system (Pascal, 2009; Spillane et al., 2001). Such a culture is a dramatic departure from previous frameworks and confronts established beliefs, mindsets and patterns (Eyal & Kark, 2004; Harris, 2009; Spillane et al., 2006).

Moreover, in educational settings, leading should mean engaging in interrelated new learning through the process of constructive change (Fink, 2009; Lambert, 2009). Socio-cultural perspectivestists argue that learning occurs in a community; thus, communities of practice have individual and organizational influences that impact schools, curriculum reform and teacher and student learning. Including all participants in a professional community enables a reciprocal learning process in which each member is a teacher and a learner simultaneously (Howard & Taber, 2010; Paredes Scribner & Bradley-Levine, 2010; Wenger, 1998). Wenger's (1998) notion
of communities of practice, in which people are active participants in the activities of social communities, is similar to the idea of distributive leadership. The approach of distributive leadership stresses a social distribution in which the practice of leadership is shared and realized within extended formal top-down and informal bottom-up groupings and networks. Distributed leadership is about pro-activity and change of the structure and meaning of the context as well as about influence - the many rather than the few to lead (Harris, 2007; Spillane et al., 2001).

For a meaningful and effective change to occur in the culture of educational settings there is a need to create an open, safe and protected organizational culture, free of favoritism and internal dissent, a culture of cohesion, integrity, mutual respect, trust and interpersonal accountability (Mitchell & Sackney, 2009). As such, a collaborative and supportive culture has an enormous influence on how people make sense of the meaning of learning, and leaders in all levels have to establish conditions that give rise to increased learning. However, as every element in the system is a part of a large relational picture, leaders are required to engage in all sets of practices at the same time. They are expected to provide opportunities for capacity development and compelling vision, establish structures and platforms which foster collaborative learning and stay abreast of change (Fullan, 2009; Hallett, 2007; Leithwood & Jantzi 2008; Leithwood, Mascall, Strauss, Sacks, Memon, & Yashkina, 2007; Sparks, 2009).

Multi-level Collaborative Learning

It is clear today that continuous learning, as a part of the development of student teachers, school teachers, both novice and veteran, teacher educators and district superintendents is critical in the educational system in order to meet the challenges of transforming the teaching profession and improving schools. However, while pre-service and in-service programs have frameworks for teacher learning and development, at least formally, teacher educators and superintendents usually do not. Though they play a crucial role in teachers', principals' and students' development and are supposed to be key agents in the transformation of the teaching profession, there are usually no formal programs for preparing them for their roles (Howard & Taber, 2010; Margolin, 2011; Murray, 2008). Moreover, in order to provide students, teachers and principals with rich learning opportunities, and enhance their learning about teaching, teacher educators and superintendents, should serve as models of learners and as change agents and engage in an ongoing exploration of their practice (Clandinin, 2008; Loughran, Korthagen, & Russell, 2008; Sparks, 2009).

Recently teacher educators have become aware of their crucial role in facilitating their learners' growth, supporting their learning, challenging them to take risks, incorporate new perspectives, and broaden their horizons. To achieve this goal, the teacher educators have begun to establish frameworks and spaces in which they explore their own practice collaboratively and reflect on them. Moreover, they have redefined their roles, extending their responsiveness to learner and societal needs and responding to the need for updated programs. These empowering processes have contributed to their professional development, the improvement of their practice and caused a shift from an instructional paradigm to one of learning (Howard & Taber, 2010; Margolin, 2011; Tagg, 2008).

However, the intra-organizational learning is of utmost importance but not enough; a systemic change requires broadening the inter-organizational connections and building networks of communities of practice. It is a major responsibility of district leaders to manage the instructional program of the district from a holistic point of view by establishing structures and
cultures which foster collaborative work (Leithwood & Jantzi, 2008). The policies and practical involvement of superintendents of school-districts should be balanced by the critical theoretical lens of teacher educators in order to balance practice with theory. Partnerships among schools, teacher educators and superintendents would facilitate both the breadth and depth of learning through interconnections of all participants and programs. All programs influence each other and should focus on preparing new teachers and encouraging veteran teachers as well as teacher educators and policy makers to change the system. This requires reframing traditional hierarchies among participants, creating common language, multi-directional communication, coherent messages and shared ownership and commitment at all levels (Cho et al., 2009; Møller, 2007).

Methods

This section presents the participants of the study, the research design, data collection and data analysis and validation.

Participants

The participants were 4 groups of leaders who were involved in a longitudinal change process in educational organizations. The study examined their perceptions of their roles of leadership and learning during the change process. The participants of the present study were nearly 50 representatives of four populations most of whom had taken part in the experimental program of 2002-2006: 8 graduates (GR) of the experimental program who today are novice teachers; 8 mentor-teachers (MT) and their principal from one of the college's cooperating schools. This principal is an exemplary leader and the school is one of the leading cooperating schools; 12 teacher-educators (TE); 20 superintendents (SU) who comprise the leadership of the largest district in the Ministry of Education and the Head of the District with whom the college collaborates. Some of the superintendents had participated in the experimental program as individuals and others joined the professional community two years later. The researcher was the leader of the experimental program (2002-2006) and until 2009 was the coordinator of the college-school partnerships. Today, she co-leads with the Head of the District a professional community of superintendents who inquire into their practice.

Research Design

Drawing on a naturalistic paradigm, we conducted an ethnographic study (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) in which we tried to capture a range of perspectives on leadership and learning of novice teachers, mentor teachers, teacher educators and district superintendents. The ethnographic methodology seemed suitable for examining the particular culture each group represented and the challenge of integrating the various voices into a multi-cultural model of leadership. The methods employed in this study emanated from the efforts to inquire deeply into the real life daily norms, actions and routines that foster learning. Thus, we analyzed the discourse and practices of the four groups focusing on the learning processes.
Data Collection

Data were collected from various sources: (1) transcripts of 20 superintendents' professional community group discussions during an academic year; (2) transcripts of discussions of four focus groups: superintendents, teacher educators, mentor teachers and graduates; (3) transcripts of interviews the researcher conducted with 8 of the participants (2 from each group) to ascertain their views relating to learning and leadership. The interviews were open ended and lasted between an hour and an hour and a half. The opening questions were: What kind of leader are you and what helped you to develop as a leader?

Data Analysis and Validation

All transcripts were analyzed qualitatively using open coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). The coding involved four processes:

- Searching discretely within each group's discourse for participants' descriptions of leadership and learning and categorizing them into units.

- Sorting the units and categorizing them into themes concerning learning and leadership that converge among all groups.

- Choosing the theme of collaborative learning, and through a dialectical process between the data and theory dividing it into 4 sub-categories.

- Looking for similarities and differences within the groups and between them.

Validation of the findings involved triangulation of all sources by means of:

- a dialectic between data and theory dealing with the process of developing leadership for learning.

- review of the results and feedback from 3 teacher educators who served as critical friends.

- a discussion of the significance of the findings with the groups of superintendents and teacher educators.

- an evaluative review from an outsider researcher.

Findings

Through analysis of the data, we identified four categories of the theme of continuous collaborative learning that leaders in all groups perceived as critical to leading a change in the educational system:
• Learning in professional communities
• Learning from practice
• Learning through theory and collaborative research
• Learning from and with leaders - mentoring

All members in the four groups experienced diverse learning opportunities in various frameworks of professional learning communities. All participants, without exception, mention this ongoing learning and emphasize four main aspects of it.

Learning in Professional Communities

Graduates of the program, who have in the meantime become teachers, reported developing the practice of continuous learning in a community during four years of their studies. Moreover, they report trying to build professional learning communities in their new teaching positions such as those they had experienced. Sara (GR), a teacher of special education, describes how she is building a professional learning community with the staff connected to her class:

I connect to them [her colleagues] through learning ... Build trust, build a group that is learning... It started from college, believing in the discussion... Through feedback with clinical supervisors, colleagues and the mentor-teacher I could examine my behavior, to improve my capacities, to cope with new problems and situations, overcome difficulties and give personal meaning to my experience (Graduates' focus group, July, 2010).

The quote indicates that the teacher is relying on her past experience of learning in a learning community where she received feedback from faculty members on her lessons, and on her capacity to cope with difficulties. The kind of leadership she is implementing following this experience is of a leader who believes in learning and is conscious of the need for building such a community where there is trust among participants.

In the cooperating school, learning in professional communities has become a way of life. Alona (MT) describes her learning community which includes veteran and novice teachers and student teachers:

If we can learn together with students, without ego, we are all equal wanting to improve and learn. Once this ego disappears, and we understand that we constantly have to learn with someone who can help in this area or another area... When we go out for tutoring, we come with what we have, but slowly, bringing it to the teachers ... (Teachers' focus group, June, 2010).

Sara (GR) talked about her leading the team working in her class, and Alona (MT) is talking about a wider circle of shared learning. This school created simultaneous distributed, ego-free leadership learning and teaching. The student teachers are full partners in this community and the mentors understand that they also benefit from this collaborative learning. When they are required to explain their practice and thinking to student teachers who ask naïve questions, the
mentor teachers themselves benefit from rethinking their conceptions and prior assumptions. After several years, some of the mentors have become tutors and then, as Alona (MT) says, they apply the training model which they experienced.

In the college, ongoing learning in a professional community became an integral part of the academic work of teacher educators. Sharon (TE) the head of the elementary school program emphasizes the importance of learning in the community:

It’s not enough that it is in us, people who stay only with themselves do not reach greatness. We have to be open to all kinds of ideas ... Hearing the different voices, understanding the complexity.... My learning was created in the meetings in the college, in learning sessions each week ... Formal learning as well gives a sense of security, professionalism. I'm ready to take the responsibility… Matter of sharing is important, but not only. The merger of learning and practice, I know more, understand more, doing things in a more informed way helped me understand many things and I try to implement them (Interview, November, 2010).

Sharon (TE) mentioned the opportunity given to her for formal learning in the experimental program. From her words it is seen that she is now a leader who listens, is attentive to the different voices and takes responsibility more readily.

The most dramatic change relating to social learning in a professional community came from the group of the superintendents, who for many years had been engaged in intensive administrative work and rarely found time for collaborative learning. Opportunity for peer learning and collaboration in a professional learning community that was founded in cooperation with the Head of the District and the College has created a change in both perceptions of leadership and practice of superintendents, as Maidy (SU) notes:

The group created a committed learning community. There was a safe space for learning and for bringing up issues from the field without worry. The connection to theoretical literature served as an anchor that created a common language. The Head of the District established a culture of learning that allowed us to explore our work in a professional manner. Our professional community established a reputation and became an inspiration for the entire district (Superintendents' focus group, October, 2010).

The possibilities for learning and exploring her practice that Maidy (SU) was exposed to within the framework created in the district helped her build new capacities and expand the concept of leadership. Her comments add the element of theoretical learning to those of the other participants. This opportunity has made her a mediator leader that learns theory, interprets the practice through it and in parallel processes encourages principals and teachers in her domain to investigate and reflect on their work. This practice is not obvious among superintendents. Maidy also mentions the common language created in the superintendents' group which helps their shared leadership functions.

The Head of the District (SU), who never missed a community learning session, indicated the contribution of the social learning in the community:

Real learning is what we do around the table. Also I'm learning all the time. This meeting creates cognitive dissonance that allows me to think about the principles of the district
budgets differently. We are here in a thinking group that helps me make professional decisions. Explicit and implicit feedback from people who are in the field is very important to me. It helps me decide what to emphasize and what to put aside (Community session, December, 2009).

Hearing the different voices and feedback helps The Head of the District supervise the allocation of budgets, determining the priorities of the district. The Head of the District's leadership now also rests on what she learns from her colleagues.

All participants emphasized the fact that they were learning together all the time and the circles of learning were widening.

**Learning From Practice**

The focus of learning in all the groups was practice. The main principle of putting practice at the center caused leaders in each of the organizations to create frequent learning opportunities in schools and classrooms: college faculty working in partnerships with schools; superintendents observing classes in conjunction with principals and giving feedback, and all of them using data collected in classrooms as raw material for learning in community meetings. Thus, leadership finds expression in leaders' daily activities with their partners.

Program graduates feel that during the years of their education at the college they have acquired experience in learning and teaching. Sara (GR) remembers the cocoon of learning and support she had while she was a student and emphasizes the confidence and faith that she was given by her past experience. This has made her a determined leader who is not discouraged by failure.

What gives me the confidence is that now I know that it's OK to fall, even if I fall and if I'm mistaken, I'll know to get up ... From past experience, when I fell, I got up. I stood up alone, or with help; however I believed in myself. I experienced staying down a long time, it was also OK... (Graduates' focus group, July 2010).

Superintendents also stress the importance of action as opposed to speech:

Today we are within action in the field; we do not talk about but do. I'm a manual laborer. I have rolled up my sleeves and started working in the pits; you need to get dirty. Although I perceived myself as a field worker, only now I actualized the field... (Superintendents' focus group, October, 2010).

In the past these superintendents were soloists with a wide span of control over dozens of schools. Within the new program, they have experienced shared learning with their colleagues, team thinking, joint planning and observation of classes, namely rolling up their sleeves as Liany (SU), the superintendent of the counselors describes:

The main thing is the partnership in the field. That we got a full day in this school was the most significant learning. Via partnership with Kory [comprehensive superintendent] and Dana [mathematics tutor], we manage an ongoing dialogue through which I revive a different perspective and attain mutual learning. As we learn more, we improve the
activity in school. The observations and feedback I learn here, I also transfer to the work with the counselors (Community session, December, 2009).

Opportunity to learn from practice upgraded Liany’s (SU) and the schools’ practice. Liany is a leader who studies in collaboration with colleagues as a mutual learning experience in schools. Liany also sees it as her job to transfer this learning model to another forum of counselors for which she is responsible and enable them to learn in a same way. Like Liany, Ava (SU) also sees it as her job to build a learning model similar to that which she is experiencing:

I should identify learning potential in the field and elevate it for learning. I think my role is to bring opportunities to school, to create dialogue around teaching and learning, and create routines to encourage teachers to participate in decisions at school (Community session, December, 2009).

Unlike the past, when superintendents perceived their role as leaders mainly in giving instructions and in assessment of achievements at schools, Ava (SU) adds to Liany's (SU) words the role of the leader to identify opportunities within the school, create routines that enable dialogue and build collaborative leadership.

Like the superintendents, the college faculty has also internalized the culture of social learning, and they see themselves as responsible for creating a "model of social learning through practice in schools" (Hana, TE). Hana, the mathematics methods supervisor adds that this has also been "a significant change in teaching mathematics for teachers at school, not just for students." In addition to transferring the model specified by the superintendents, the mathematics supervisor became a change agent in the schools where she tutors. She creates learning opportunities among teachers and students whom she guides in the field in order to lead change in the patterns of learning and teaching.

As seen through the examples presented in the data, the opportunities to experience concrete activities and the ability to identify them are critical to learning and leading. While doing this, new meanings are created, significant values are emphasized and a vision is built. Social learning is reflected in professional communities and in daily experience of practice and its analysis. Leadership capacities are learned while experiencing them.

Learning Through Theory and Collaborative Research

Some quotes from graduates and superintendents stressed the importance of data collection in classrooms and schools. The Head of the District (SU) constantly emphasized the importance of decision making and action based on data, and also ensured that all populations of educators, superintendents, principals and teachers in the district collected various types of data. However, a disparity is seen in this element between the groups. Sara (GR) notes the importance of data collection:

Research methods taught me the importance of data collection and analysis and improved my reflective capacity and my desire to grow and generate change. Many partners in research taught me teamwork, the inclusion of the opinions of others, critical thinking and learning from others. I consider myself a person who explores each area and its connection to my life (Graduates' focus group, July, 2010).
Group research was one of the five main principles of the experimental program. This experience gave Sara tools which she uses to this day as a teacher and as the leader of a team. The experimental program created an inquiry stance among its participants and encouraged the faculty to publish their studies and present them at conferences. Sharon (TE), the head of the elementary school program who was completing her doctorate during the experimental program, explains:

The pressure for documentation and research was an opportunity. In my position today there are things that came with from my learning then. A significant learning occurred, and documentation enabled me go back to it and understand it in retrospect... The driving force for inquiry is something I would never have achieved by myself... (Interview, November, 2010).

Among clinical supervisors, practice had been the focus throughout the years, but much of their field guidance was intuitive and the connection to theory was weak. Sharon admits that without the impetus and encouragement received from the leaders of the experiment she would not have submitted her doctoral dissertation. In retrospect, she understands the importance of reflective thinking the study encouraged her to achieve and the significance of research relating to her leadership pattern today, which is based on inquiring practice and data collection.

The novice teachers, the teacher educators and the supervisors all raised the issue of collecting data and researching their practice for learning and leadership. The school teachers did not raise this issue. Though working with student teachers and teacher educators who were inquiring into their practice, teacher leaders in this school focused on other elements. The last sub-category mentioned by all the parties was learning in the company of significant leaders and being mentored by them.

**Learning With and From Leaders**

Participants in all groups noted the significance of working under the baton of a nurturing leader that gave them an opportunity to build leadership capacities, to be empowered and to shape their perceptions of leadership. The methods supervisor of mathematics, Hana (TE), is a leader who left a mark on many students and teachers with whom she worked. Vivi (MT), one of Hana's mentor teachers, remarked:

I went through a process of thinking with Hana [TE] which was really a great privilege, and I underwent a conceptual change in thinking of what really matters and where I should lead. I have faith in myself first as being able to lead any change, and belief in the colleagues I am supposed to mentor... I learned to see a change process which has a start and end point... (Teachers’ focus group, June 2010).

Vivi (MT) who was empowered by her supervisor, became a tutor of mathematics and has developed a different perception of herself and of teaching mathematics. Furthermore, she has become a capable leader who believes in herself and her ability to lead change. The change led by Hana (TE) in the school was the construction of frameworks to learn from practice. These included observations in classes, demonstration of mathematical discourse with pupils, analysis and feedback - linking them all to theoretical learning in the professional community.
Like the mentor teachers, the school principal and superintendents all spoke about leaders that had empowered them, created opportunities for leadership for them and served as models by which they could develop their own leadership. Hava (MT), the school principal, says that the one who conceived the idea of partnership between the school and the college was Sonia (SU), the Head of the District: "She believed a leader must support the followers and not let them fall. She did it all the way… every time I need help I can apply to her". Hava (MT) sees in the Head of the District an initiator leader, bringing changes and supporting her followers, a model she adopts for herself. The superintendents share Hava's opinion concerning the Head of the District:

I was empowered by Sonia, the Head of the District. Her presence in the professional learning community was important, because through you [the researcher] and Sonia, I had a model; I went into the field feeling much safer. Our professional community gave me confidence in my image as a superintendent and also diffused to the field (Superintendents' focus group, October 2010).

Kory (SU) noted the regular participation of the Head of the District in the learning sessions of the professional learning community of the superintendents, which broadcasted a clear message about the importance of this learning framework. She sees in the Head a supportive and empowering leader who herself is simultaneously a learner and a teacher. In this framework Kory (SU) has built her leadership capacities and become a superintendent who is confident in herself and conveys this in the field.

Teacher educators also point out the significant learning and experience through leaders that have helped them in formulating their own leadership; as Sharon (TE), the Head of the college elementary school program said in an interview held with the researcher:

You [researcher] made a lot of people recognize opportunities. All the opportunities we talked about- you created them: the co-teaching, the learning of theory, it has a lot of repercussions now. You caused people to understand through experiencing the complexity of reality and leadership. Awareness of context made us understand that there are opportunities all the time, but you should see them, understand them and actualize them (Interview, November 2010).

Sharon (TE) sees in the leader of the experimental program a model for leadership, especially in the sense of creating a variety of options that gave rise to learning and leadership. Sharon herself has formulated a model of leadership from what she learned from working with leaders and created numerous opportunities that enable other leaders to develop. She says: "From what I know and experienced: instead of talking about what to do, modeling is critical". There is ample evidence that modeling by significant leaders was a key ingredient for constructing future sustainable leadership and continuous learning. The implicit mentoring by these leaders was an important scaffold for building their own perception and style of leadership.

Discussion

Three main findings can be drawn from our data.

First, leadership and adult learning in educational organizations seem to be interconnected and reciprocally influence each other. The conditions and situations that affected
and promoted continuous learning were the same as those that promoted leadership. One of the critical aspects was experiencing collaborative learning and leadership as part of the participants' daily work.

Second, change in organizational culture can be the result of collaborative learning and distributed leadership. It is interesting to note the congruency between current research on learning and distributed leadership (Harris, 2007; Lambert, 2009; Spillane et al., 2001) and the perception of the leaders participating in this study. Most of them perceived learning as the central component of schooling and strove for a different kind of deep powerful learning for themselves and those they taught or supervised. This different kind of learning is enthusiastic and passionate and enables learners to make sense of new ideas, question assumptions, raise conflicts and difficulties and think slowly and deeply. All of them agreed that learning in professional communities is one of the more significant strategies for promoting collaboration and change in their setting (Mitchell & Sackney, 2009; Wenger, 1998). The change in the organizational culture was accomplished by challenging the existing system and changing the status quo. Participants learned to be leaders by leading collaboratively and to be learners by continuous daily learning while accomplishing their roles.

Finally, variations in the kinds of learning leaders adopted were characterized mainly by the different contexts and by the proportion of time and emphasis they devoted to each type of learning. The major difference among groups was in their learning from research and theory which did not appear in the group of school teachers. Because of their work in academy, teacher educators were engaged in research and inquired into their practice to a greater degree than the other groups. Although the cooperating school established learning communities, the school teachers did not yet consider inquiry as an integral part of their leadership and learning. Reasons for this issue may be lack of time due to other priorities and demands of the school, lack of knowledge of the research process or fear of taking risks and venturing out of their comfort zone. However, teacher educators perceive this issue as one of the weaknesses of the program and consider it an important role of their collaboration with schools to advance this significant area.

A Coterminous Collaborative Learning Model

One of the most important fruits of the leadership development described in this study was the establishment of a coalition of leaders crossing borders at all levels of the educational system: local school level, district level and teacher education level. These leaders were all involved in coterminous collaborative learning: their learning was continuous; it took place at defined regular intervals with defined groups as well as at every opportunity in between when members of the various groups at every level met and mixed. This collaborative model involved the exchange of information and new learning of all stakeholders while critically examining the current educational system and changing it while doing. The continuous dialogue and exploration established a common language of practitioners and policy makers, multi-directional communication, coherent messages and deepened strategies. Their shared ownership and commitment at all levels created an innovative kind of leadership in which team effort of practical leading influenced policy level and reframed the educational environment at schools (Leithwood & Jantzi, 2008).

The leaders met the challenges and needs faced by the educational system today by redefining their roles, transforming their conceptions and behavior as well as changing their educational environments. Each leader and organization played a significant intra- and inter-
organizational role promoting the change process within the partnership. Their kinds of leadership, each in their own organization, reinforce the notion of a current need to focus on contextualizing the types of leadership strategies and practices (Hallinger, 2011). Members represented their specific organizational culture and interests and all of them together built a common identity and vision for the district.

Teacher educators played a crucial role not only in their own organization, but also in schools and in the entire district: they shared responsibility for engaging teachers and students in investigating and critiquing their practice and by leading a dialectical process between their practice and educational theories. They modeled innovative teaching by meeting their learners' needs and coping with the resistance these processes often entailed. They were involved in induction programs and assisted in professional development programs in schools and with superintendents by contributing their critical stance and theoretical knowledge. This involvement of faculty members in schools and the district blurred the borders between organizations, and transformed the traditional hierarchies into a more democratic culture. The superintendents also had a key role in orchestrating all parties and elements, leading the district's vision and enabling appropriate conditions for schools to change.

Conclusion: Holistic Approach

Coterminous collaborative learning in organizations is a necessary condition for generating change in the educational environment; however it is not sufficient for a significant systemic reform. For this to happen, a holistic approach to the educational environment should be adopted. Continuous self-examination in relation to all other groups involved in the district has to be carried out by teachers, teacher educators and superintendents. Interconnectedness between leadership and learning and among the different parties in the district is seen as obligatory. A significant change can be generated only if the systemic context, inside and outside of the organization, changes (Fullan, 2005). The internal transformation of leaders in approach, conceptions, beliefs and assumptions is interrelated with the external contextual change. Most of the leaders have to take on responsibility for sustaining continuous learning in their organizations in relation to other groups and to develop others as leaders.

Implications

In order to bridge the gap between theory and practice - schools and academy - and create new cultures, the educational system should establish a cross-sector model of collaboration through partnerships and networks with strong relationships between schools, teacher education programs and district offices. Instead of demanding that practitioners implement the "top-down" requirements of policy makers in the Ministry of Education, the recommendation is to build professional learning communities comprised of leaders from all levels of the system and create a common agenda that integrates "top-down" visions and "bottom up" agendas by a continuing dialogue among all the stakeholders. The different cultures of schools, policy makers and teacher education should be discussed and the tensions among them should be brought to the surface. A professional sustainable discourse in communities of practice and networks is an opportunity to foster collegiality and to increase involvement of researchers and policy makers in deepening learning and teaching in schools. Each group would contribute its ideas, strengths and points of view to coterminous collaborative professional learning and development.
The holistic approach, the different lenses of theory and practice, the opportunities for collaboration in a democratic environment – all have the potential to change the system and to focus on learning. Moreover, this holistic approach requires all partners to plan a learning continuum from initial pre-service programs, to induction programs, to professional development learning for veteran teachers and other practitioners, and to superintendents and administrators of the district. A long term collective agenda and holistic perspective in problems solving is likely to guarantee the radical change required for sustainable learning.

Further research is required that explores the conditions and constraints organizations meet in order to build an infrastructure for creating partnerships in which communities of practice thrive and afford a democratic discourse that represent the different points of view of all stakeholders.
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